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Abstract: In this investigation, critical insights into the complex interactions between tyres and soil are explored
through the utilization of nonlinear finite element analysis (FEA), bearing significant implications for vehicle
dynamics, safety, and performance. Maximal shear stress values, identified through shear stress analyses, reveal
a peak of 8.4 MPa in the tyre-road contact region and an approximately uniform shear stress of 1.703 MPa in
alternative areas, laying the foundation for advancements in tyre design optimisation. It was demonstrated that tyre
designs necessitate optimisation to specific ground materials to fulfil essential traction requirements and preclude
sinking. For interfaces involving soil and neoprene rubber, the contact status at the mid-section zone was observed
to be in a sticking condition, transitioning to sliding as the observation point moved away from the centre. The
research highlighted that through nonlinear analysis, accurate predictions of tyre behaviour under fluctuating loads
can be achieved, thereby aiding in the formulation of designs for more fuel-efficient tyres and enhanced wet-weather
handling. However, the study recognises the constraints imposed by simplifications within the tyre model, omission
of dynamic behavioural factors, and assumptions regarding unvarying friction coefficients. While the analysis was
confined to particular material models and validation was executed primarily via numerical simulations, findings
affirm that strategic application of nonlinear FEA elucidates pivotal factors in tyre-soil interaction, propelling the
establishment of safer and more performance-oriented vehicle models.

Keywords: Nonlinear finite element analysis (FEA); Vehicle dynamics; Performance analysis; ANSYS simulation;
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1 Introduction

Tires, recognised as the pivotal linkage between a vehicle and the road surface, have been identified as significantly
influencing vehicle performance, handling, and safety due to their sole position as the point of direct contact between
the vehicle and the road [1–3]. Upon commencement of a vehicular journey, a complex amalgamation of forces and
moments converges upon the tires, embodying the epitome of vehicle dynamics and control technologies. Within
the intricate realm of tire mechanics, numerous properties, each bearing impact upon tire performance, have been
brought to light, necessitating a comprehensive exploration.

An attribute such as tire vertical rigidity, determined by the ratio of vertical force to vertical displacement, has
been revealed to exert influence over ride comfort and vertical vibration characteristics [4–6]. Rubber, indispensable
to tire construction and noted for its complexity, has been reported to be susceptible to deterioration under suboptimal
conditions, and its incompressible nature has been observed to pose modelling challenges when utilising conventional
finite element methods. Accommodation of the non-linear behaviour of rubber has been achieved through the
implementation of strain energy functions, with the selection between Neo-Hookean and Mooney-Rivlin contingent
upon the complexity of the application [7–13].

In the sphere of tire-soil interaction analysis, scrupulous reviews of research contributions have unveiled critical
aspects of tire behaviour under assorted conditions. An analysis of stress and strain distribution in essential tire
regions, such as breaker edges and carcass turn-up edges, has proffered insights into premature tire design failures [14].
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Sokolov’s work, in which a meticulous analysis of tire stress concentrations was conducted, and failure locations were
adroitly predicted through FET simulations embracing bulk isotropic components, commands attention [15]. The
criticality of tension and stress concentration in transition zones, separating tread or casing, and potentially serving
as heralds to early fatigue-related tire failures, was illuminated through this research. Wang et al. [16] integrated
experimental data with FEA, delving deeper into complex stress and strain dynamics along the bond line between
fresh tread and casing in retreaded tires.

The introduction of a concept of cause-based analysis by Tighe et al. [17] spotlighted road roughness and
lubrication as pivotal factors, with lubrication comprising elements such as water film, ice, and snow, serving as
intermediaries between the tire and the road. A correlation between a decrease in tire grip force, friction, and
compromised vehicle stability underscored the paramountcy of understanding these elements.

The term “lubricant” is herein defined to include elements such as water film, ice, and snow, recognised as agents
mediating the interaction between the tyre and the road surface. It has been established that an understanding of
these factors is imperative, as diminished tyre grip force and friction have been correlated with compromised vehicle
stability. A journey into tyre design, undertaken by Erdogan et al. [18], utilised finite elements to craft acceleration
profiles, encompassing lateral, tangential, and radial accelerations. Experimental outcomes were employed to
validate simulations of acceleration profiles, further facilitating the estimation of slip angles and assessment of
tyre-road friction coefficients. While showcasing potential, improvements, particularly concerning the utilisation of
advanced FET algorithms for enhanced simulation accuracy and the incorporation of strain sensors for noise-resistant
outcomes, are acknowledged. Notably, Micro-Electro-Mechanical Systems (MEMS) accelerometers, albeit with a
higher cost, present advantages over strain sensors under specific contexts.

Lugner et al. [19] emphasized the pivotal role of tyre modeling techniques for understanding physical charac-
teristics of tyres and ameliorating performance. Distinct modeling methods, each designed with specific research
objectives such as examining static and dynamic behaviours, dependability, or durability, have emerged. Examples
such as Tire and SWIFT, which have been employed in commercial contexts, serve to illustrate the applicability of
such models. Nevertheless, simulating the dynamics of a rolling tyre with realism continues to pose a challenge,
prompting ongoing research endeavours [20].

Invaluable insights have been provided by the research of Bolarinwa and Olatunbosun [21–23], anchored in a
tyre properties study from the University of Birmingham, utilizing the finite element program ABAQUS. Through
the employment of 3D solid components, derived from a 2D cross-section tyre profile, comprehensive analyses were
enabled via their FET model. A comparison between AEC tri-axial tyre test rig studies and computed steady-state
tyre performance during cornering illuminated the influence of relaxation length on transient tyre behaviour in
the presence of preload. However, limitations were encountered, predominantly arising from inaccuracies in data
regarding tyre composite geometry and viscoelastic material properties.

In the domain of off-road vehicular mobility, especially in the context of Sports Utility Vehicles (SUVs) engineered
for rugged terrains, a palpable research gap exists, characterized by a lack of thorough investigations into the dynamics
of tyre-soil interaction amid the myriad challenges presented by varying soil types. The pursuit of optimal traction
and stability on such terrains remains in its infancy, necessitating an intricate understanding of the mechanics
underpinning tyre-soil interaction.

The selection of tyres for off-road SUVs has been identified as a crucial element, serving a pivotal role in the
assurance of vehicular stability and safety. Specialised tyres, beyond shouldering vehicular weight and absorbing
shock, seek to guarantee a seamless and secure journey. They become a critical point upon which functions such
as acceleration, deceleration, and steering are hinged. However, challenges arise when these tyres encounter off-
road environments, characterized by diverse soil types, whereby the complexities of tyre-soil interaction become
prominently observable. An enhanced traction on terrains, notably sandy soils, necessitates an intricate balance
between tyre adaptability and the dynamic relationship established between the tyre and terrain.

This investigation posits a pressing need for a comprehensive analysis of stresses, penetration depths, and varied
contact parameters via FEA simulations of tyre and terrain interaction. The objective is to elucidate these dynamics
under both stationary conditions and during vehicular motion. A hypothesis was formulated, suggesting that a
scrupulous exploration of tyre-soil interaction, facilitated by advanced FEA simulations, has the potential to forge
transformative insights into the mechanics of off-road driving, revolutionising off-road tyre design and performance
in the process.

Within the scope of this investigation, numerous research questions, each probing into the complex domain of tyre-
soil interaction within off-road driving contexts, were explored. Firstly, the capabilities of Creo design software were
assessed in the quest to optimise designs of off-road tyres and terrain surfaces, deploying advanced computer-aided
design (CAD) techniques. Subsequently, mechanics of tyre-soil interaction were scrutinised, unraveling principles
governing force distribution during stationary conditions, and specifically when specialised tyre and soil models
were applied. Progressing into dynamic scenarios during vehicular motion, an endeavour was made to comprehend
the forces determining tyre penetration and sliding dynamics. Lastly, the impact of various tyre materials, such as
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neoprene rubber, Mooney Rivlin, and Yeoh 3rd order material, on tyre-soil interaction and off-road performance was
evaluated, aiming to shed light on material-specific advantages within challenging off-road terrains [18].

The aforementioned objectives guiding this study are:
(1) To harness the capabilities of Creo design software in the development of optimised off-road tyre and terrain

surface designs, employing advanced CAD techniques.
(2) To undertake a meticulous exploration of the mechanics of tyre-soil interaction under stationary conditions,

utilising specialised tyre and soil models, and elucidating principles governing force distribution.
(3) To investigate dynamic forces during vehicular motion, including tyre penetration and sliding dynamics,

thereby deepening the understanding of off-road driving mechanics.
(4) To assess the impact of various tyre materials, including neoprene rubber, Mooney Rivlin, and Yeoh 3rd

order material, on tyre-soil interaction and off-road performance, illuminating material-specific advantages within
challenging off-road environments [24].

In essence, this study seeks to bridge the existing knowledge gap, pioneer advancements in the comprehension
of tyre-soil interaction, and pave the path towards innovative developments in off-road tyre design and performance.

2 Methodology

This section elucidates the systematic approach and simulation methodology, meticulously configured to explore
the multifaceted interactions within the domain of tyre-soil interaction. A logical sequence is followed, initiating
with a succinct approach overview, progressing into detailed model development, and ultimately engrossing a
comprehensive exploration of simulations.

2.1 CAD Model Development

Intricate CAD models, both for the tyre and the ground, were crafted, commencing with the skilled utilisation of
Creo design software [25]. Versatile tools, notably “revolve” and “thicken”, were employed to sculpt these pivotal
components with precision, assuring both clarity and detail. Individual components were modeled meticulously and
independently, with distinct characteristics and requisites acknowledged. Subsequently, these detailed components
were seamlessly converged within the assembly module, forming an integrated system, showcased in Figure 1, and
primed for rigorous FEA simulations [26]. The melding of cutting-edge software and scrupulous design intricacies
forged the methodology’s foundation, enabling a comprehensive exploration of tyre-soil interaction.

Figure 1. Assembly of tyre and ground

2.2 Material Selection

Derived from insights gleaned from extensive literature and prevailing material definitions, an encompassing
simulation of nonlinear contact analysis between a tyre and a road surface was sought to be conducted. The widely-
acknowledged cam clay model was adopted for the soil, aiming to accurately emulate its complex behaviour [27]. In
parallel, neoprene was elected as the material for the tyre, thereby establishing a foundation for an in-depth analysis
of the multifaceted interplay between the tyre and the road surface. The properties of the selected materials are
delineated in Figures 2 and 3.

2.3 Model Examination and Optimization

Upon importation of the CAD model into ANSYS Design Modeler, meticulous scrutiny was executed to safeguard
geometric integrity. Attention was directed towards the identification and rectification of aberrations, such as sharp
edges and surface irregularities, to optimise model accuracy. Subsequently, the model was deliberately bisected
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along its central plane, a step taken to streamline simulations, enhancing efficiency and precision, as depicted in
Figure 4.

Figure 2. Neoprene rubber model

Figure 3. Soil material properties

Figure 4. CAD model of tyre and ground

2.4 Mesh Generation

In the modelling process of the tyre, elements were systematically segregated, transitioning from coarser to finer
sizes from the periphery to the central region. Employing a growth rate of 1.2 and a transition ratio of 0.272, a
harmonious balance between computational efficiency and precision was achieved, culminating in a mesh comprised
of 1911 elements and 11148 nodes. Such a comprehensive mesh adeptly encapsulates the intricate behaviours of the
tyre. The meshed model of the tyre and ground is illustrated in Figure 5.
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Figure 5. Meshed model of tyre and ground

2.5 Boundary Conditions

Within the soil domain, stability was ensured by firmly anchoring the bottom face through a static boundary
condition. Concurrently, an exact pressure of 25 psi was applied to the inner surface of the tyre, simulating real-world
conditions and facilitating an analytical exploration of the tyre’s response, as demonstrated in Figure 6.

Figure 6. Loads and boundary condition

3 Results and Discussion

In the analyses’ initial phase, the tyre was characterised by neoprene rubber, and Cam clay soil properties were
utilised for ground simulation. The ANSYS library served as the source for neoprene rubber material properties,
facilitating the application of precise and standardised parameters, thereby aligning with a commitment to accuracy
and rigor [27].

The grid independence test, executed upon neoprene rubber, was paramount in substantiating the robustness and
precision of the FEA simulations. This evaluative procedure systematically altered the quantity of elements within
the mesh, whilst monitoring resultant shear stress values to validate grid independence. Elaboration on the various
elements investigated and their respective shear stress values, pinpointing the mesh density that optimally balances
computational efficiency and result accuracy, is provided in Table 1.

Table 1. Grid independence test data for neoprene rubber

Number of Elements Shear Stress
1911 8.32
2258 8.38
2335 8.4

Illumination on the tyre-ground interface was obtained through the shear stress plot (Figure 7). The highest shear
stress, quantified as 8.4 megapascals (MPa), was unveiled at the contact region, signalling intense mechanical inter-
actions. Conversely, in alternate areas, shear stress maintained uniformity, approximately 1.703 MPa, harmonising
with well-established literature and thus, validating the employed methodology [28].

The finite element evaluation yielded contact statuses, vividly illustrated in Figure 8, disclosing a sticking
behaviour within the central zone and a transition to sliding in outward areas, revealing the tyre-road interface’s
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dynamic nature. The discerned sticking behaviour in the central zone of the tyre-ground interface indicates that
this region is subject to higher friction and superior grip, potentially fortifying vehicle stability and handling. In
contrast, the outward transition to sliding behaviour suggests diminished grip, which may influence traction and
control, particularly during manoeuvres.

Figure 7. Shear stress distribution on neoprene rubber

Figure 8. Status of tyre-ground contact

The elucidation of frictional stress distribution was achieved through the analysis presented in Figure 9, where
higher frictional stress was identified in corner regions (3.42 MPa), contrasting markedly with the central area (1.71
MPa). Such findings serve to illuminate the nuanced behaviour inherent to tyre-road interactions.

Figure 9. Frictional stress distribution

In Figure 10, a discernible disparity in tyre penetration was observed, with a peak of 0.024 mm documented at
the corner region of the Cam Clay soil, and the nadir of penetration occurring within the central region.

Further finite element analyses, which employed hyper-elastic materials and are depicted in Figures 11 and 12,
brought forth an unconverged solution (Figure 13) that revealed a notable tyre deformation of 48 mm and ground
deformation of 5.24 mm under certain conditions, thereby warranting additional exploration.

The unconverged solution, relating to tyre penetration deformation and presented in Figure 13, originates
from the interplay between Drucker-Prager (DP) soil properties and the Mooney Rivlin elastomer. A significant
tyre deformation of 48 millimeters (mm) was evident, paralleled by a ground deformation—manifesting as tyre
sinking—approximating 5.24 mm.
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Figure 10. Tyre penetration

Figure 11. Substance characteristics of the soil

Figure 12. Mooney rivlintyre properties

Figure 13. Tyre penetration on ground

In the finite element analysis, certain parameters were established: an internal tyre pressure of 35 pounds per
square inch (psi) and a rotational velocity of 10 revolutions per minute (rpm), with the application of DP soil
properties. The material properties of the tyre were defined adhering to the Yeoh 3rd order model, as depicted in
Figure 14. This configuration set the stage for a meticulous analysis of tyre-soil interaction under the aforementioned
conditions.
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Figure 14. Yeoh 3rd order material properties

Under variant parameters, an unconverged solution (Figure 15) evidenced a total deformation of 15.1 mm at the
tyre’s outer regions, exerting an impact on the ground as indicated. Furthermore, Figure 16 showcases the shear
stress distribution, revealing a maximum shear stress at the contact region, amounting to 0.010612 MPa.

Figure 15. Total deformation (Un-converged solution)

Figure 16. Generated shear stress on tyre

The shear stress distribution across the contact zone is illustrated in Figure 16. In the contact region, a shear
stress of approximately 0.010612 MPa is registered, thereby underscoring the intensity of forces within this pivotal
interface. Contrastingly, at the tyre corner, a shear stress measurement of 0.0027 MPa is recorded.

Visualised in Figure 17 is the contact state; a predominant sticking is observed within the contact zone, while
sliding behaviour is exhibited at the corners, contributing to the tyre sinking into the ground. A subsequent friction
analysis, depicted in Figure 18, reveals the apex of friction, precisely located at the tyre-ground contact point,
registering at 0.665 MPa and further illustrated in Figure 19.

These findings serve to augment understanding related to the complexities of tyre-soil interactions, thereby
establishing a foundation for the optimisation of tyre design, with implications for enhancing both vehicle performance
and safety. It is imperative to note that further investigation is necessitated for the interpretation of sticking/sliding
results, tyre penetration, Mooney-Rivlin deformation, and unconverged solutions. Although results are harmonious
with extant knowledge, validation against physical tests presents itself as a plausible future research trajectory.

A notable disparity in tyre penetration between the corner and central regions has been identified. Such
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discrepancy is postulated to stem from variations in ground compaction, tyre design, and load distribution,
illuminating the criticality of considering local soil conditions in the design of tyres tailored for specific applications.
The considerably elevated deformation, observed in conjunction with the Mooney-Rivlin elastomer, could be
attributed to its material properties, which might diverge from actual tyre behaviour. For the enhancement of realism,
a refinement of material properties and contemplation of more accurate hyperelastic models may be requisite.

Figure 17. Tyre contact status

Figure 18. Frictional stress on tyre

Figure 19. Pressure on tyre (Un-converged solution)

4 Conclusion and Future Scope

An exploration into nonlinear contact analysis, utilising ANSYS FEA software, has permitted a detailed
examination of the nuanced interaction between tyre and road. Outcomes from this research spotlight the instrumental
role of ground material in the dynamic interaction with the vehicle, wherein the chosen substrate is demonstrated
to substantively influence pivotal parameters, including frictional stress, tyre deformation, and the degree of tyre
sinking [29, 30]. Salient insights into the impacts of ground material on tyre behaviour, with direct ramifications
for tyre design and vehicle performance, constitute the principal findings of this investigation. Additionally, novel
contributions have been proffered, expanding current comprehension of tyre behaviour amid diverse soil conditions.

From a practical standpoint, the findings of this study harbour significant implications for tyre design and
the optimisation of performance. The incorporation of ground material characteristics into tyre design permits
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engineers to augment traction, obviate sinking, and consequently engineer vehicles that are both safer and more
efficient. While the insights rendered by this study are valuable, it is paramount to acknowledge its limitations,
which encompass simplifications in the tyre model and assumptions pertaining to constant friction coefficients.
Forthcoming endeavours in this domain should pivot towards the refinement of tyre models, the integration of shear
stress considerations, exploration into variable friction coefficients, and investigations into different tread widths. To
effect comprehensive validation, field testing should be contemplated.

This research elucidates the paramount influence of ground material on tyre behaviour, underlining the imperative
for a customised approach to tyre design. It provides a substantive contribution to the collective understanding of
tyre-soil interaction and has tangible applications in elevating vehicle safety and performance. The path ahead for
research ought to forge towards the continued refinement of models and validation of findings through experimental
means, thereby fostering advances in tyre design and the optimisation of road safety.
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